Weddings at BRIT
PACKAGES & PRICING

CEREMONY ONLY

Atrium \((\text{up to 150 guests})\) ................................................................. $2,000
Prairie \((\text{up to 200 guests})\) ................................................................. $1,200
Oak Terrace \((\text{up to 80 guests})\) ................................................................. $1,000

These packages include 1 hour rehearsal the day before during business hours, 2 hour rental time, 2 hours for set up and tear down, changing rooms, tables, up to 200 indoor chairs, and day of venue manager.

RECEPTION ONLY

Atrium \((\text{up to 150 guests})\) ................................................................. $2,700
Commons + Exhibit Hall \((\text{up to 180 guests})\) .................. $3,000
Entire First Floor \((\text{up to 200 guests})\) ................................................ $3,500

These packages include 4 hour rental time, 4 hours for set up and tear down, tables, up to 200 indoor chairs, and day of venue manager.

CEREMONY + RECEPTION

Prairie + Atrium \((\text{up to 150 guests})\) .............................................. $4,000
Entire First Floor \((\text{up to 200 guests})\) .............................................. $5,000

These packages include 1 hour rehearsal the day before during business hours, 6 hour rental time, 4 hours for set up and tear down, changing rooms, tables, up to 200 indoor chairs, and day of venue manager.

Entire First Floor package includes Commons + Exhibit Hall + Atrium

Vendors: We have a preferred vendor list, but any vendors can be used so long as proper insurance documentation is provided and approved by the venue. You may bring in your own alcohol and we will provide a bartender.

Additional Costs: A Fort Worth Police Officer will be hired at an additional cost. A trash hauling fee will be required for guest counts over 100. If you bring in your own alcohol, we will provide the bartender at an additional hourly rate. A 15% administrative fee is added to the total at the time of booking.

Deposit: We require a 30% non-refundable deposit and signed contract to reserve your date. Deposit is applied towards the total venue cost.

BRIT reserves the right to change the above prices without notice. Please request to the Wedding Guidelines for additional information.